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order@checkerscleaningsupply.com

1.800.265.5756   

YOUR CLEAN RESOURCE

KEMPLUS K-SAN 
HAND SANITIZER 
MOISTURIZING GEL 

A8558

K-SAN is an antiseptic hand K-SAN is an antiseptic hand 
gel that kills harmful bacteria gel that kills harmful bacteria 
and germs. and germs. 

It contains 70% (v/v) alcohol. It contains 70% (v/v) alcohol. 

The glycerin enriched  The glycerin enriched  
formula hydrates and  formula hydrates and  
softens the skin.softens the skin.

1.519.455.1346 

4L (4/CASE)4L (4/CASE)

4L (4/CASE)4L (4/CASE)

CHECKERS 
FREE-STANDING 

SANITIZER 
DISPENSING 

SYSTEM
This Free-Standing This Free-Standing 
Dispensing System Dispensing System 

takes 1-Gallon sanitizer takes 1-Gallon sanitizer 
gel refills making it gel refills making it 

the perfect choice for the perfect choice for 
retail and high traffic retail and high traffic 

applications.applications.

CHEMWIPE 6” x 12”  
WHITE WIPER TOWEL

3 IN 1 is formulated to act as 
a proven disinfectant against 
common pathogenic bacteria 
and viruses. 
When used as directed 3 hen used as directed 3 
IN 1 is effective against: IN 1 is effective against: 
Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus aureus, 
Salmonella, Influenza A2, Salmonella, Influenza A2, 
Herpes simplex & more!Herpes simplex & more!

BOTTLE

BOTTLE

Effective: Feb 15, 2021 to Mar 12, 2021Effective: Feb 15, 2021 to Mar 12, 2021

Shop 
online 

anytime!

$4.99 

$12.99 $24.99

$29.99 JUG

KIT JUG

How does it work?How does it work?
Use with Use with 
A8558A8558

A7012

Simply add a cleaner, disinfectant or sanitizer Simply add a cleaner, disinfectant or sanitizer 
solution for a pre-moistened wipe alternative.solution for a pre-moistened wipe alternative.
Wipes can also Wipes can also 
be used as dry be used as dry 
wipes, ready to use wipes, ready to use 
straight from the straight from the 
bucket. bucket. 
Each case contains Each case contains 
(6) rolls, each with (6) rolls, each with 
(180) wipes, with (1) (180) wipes, with (1) 
dispenser bucket.dispenser bucket.
Simply replenish Simply replenish 
rolls as needed.rolls as needed.

W2600

A8560

G3326

A8548

PRO CLEAN 
70% ALCOHOL 

HAND 
SANITIZER GEL

1L  1L  
(12/CASE)(12/CASE)

SANCHEK 70% 
LIQUID HAND RUB

trigger trigger 

sprayer sprayer 

includedincluded

946 ml (12/CASE)946 ml (12/CASE)

AVMOR 3-in-1 
DISINFECTING ALL 
PURPOSE & GLASS 
CLEANER RTU

$59.99  CASE $124.99  

The liquid sanitizer is the World 
Health Organization  
compliant formula.

70% Ethyl Alcohol

Health Canada  
Registered:  
NPN: 80099892


